photocopies of materials related to the donor's mother, Anny Halpert Elston, M.D. (AHE), and his own life in Germany: "Series on the History of Pediatrics from the Archive of the Kaisserin (Empress) August Victoria House (KAVH) - Berlin", 1991 (in German with translation); "Publications of (female) Staff Physicians of the KAVH", n.d. (in German with translation); "Zeitschrift Fur Kinderheilkunde" ("Journal of Pediatrics"), 1923 (in German only); journal: "Mutter und Kind: Nachrichten Aus Der Mutter, Suglings und kleinkinderfursorge" ("Mother and Child: News About Care for Mothers, Babies and Infants"), 1924 (in German only) - contains article by AHE: "On the Danger of Cutbacks in the Area of Baby and Infant Care" (in German only); letter to AHE re: her specialty in pediatrics, 1931 (in German with translation); Official Medical Certification document, 1938 (in German with translation); correspondence re: AHE's re-establishment of status as pediatrician in NY and her membership in medical societies there, [1949-74]; insurance policy, 1971; "Goldschmidtshule, Berlin-Grunewald, 1938-39", A contribution by Wolfgang Elston to Passages from Berlin, Recollections of Former Students and Staff of the Goldschmidt Schule, 1987
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Additional Comments: See also accession 1994.X.10. The donor, Wolfgang Elston, has retained records that further document the family's abrupt departure from Germany during World War II.